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IN THE SUPREME COURT OP THE STATE OF UTAH 
ALAN D. FRANDSEN, : 
Plaintiff and 
Appellant, : 
vs. 
• 
C. DON HOLLADAY, BEN TIMMONS, : 
KEITH BIESINGER, THE MOBILE Case No. 20240 
HOME LOT, INC., ESTELL CORPOR- : 
ATION, INC., MAX LAUB AND EVA : 
LOU LAUB, 
• 
Defendants and : 
Respondents. : 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
ISSUES PRESENTED 
1. Whether the Defendant Biesinger was in default and was 
the Plaintiff required to go forward in order to establish a 
prima facie case against Defendant Biesinger. 
2. Whether Defendant Biesinger had a fiduciary duty to 
inform the Plaintiff of the Defendant Laub's judgment. 
3. Whether the Defendant Laubs can attach or execute upon 
the Plaintiff's rights in specific partnership property. 
4. Whether Plaintiff should be granted equitable relief 
where no person is harmed by such a resolution. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This is an appeal from a final Judgment and Decree of 
1 
the District Court in favor of Defendants and against the 
Plaintiff. And the Order denying Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
the Judgment. Defendant Ben Timmons was not served with a 
copy of the Summons and Complaint and is not a party in this 
matter (R. 161). 
There is no substantial evidence in the record that 
Defendant C. Don Holladay or Estell Corporation had knowledge 
of the Laub Defendants1 Judgment against Defendant The Mobile 
Home Lot, Inc. Therefore, this appeal will not pertain to 
those parties (R. 259). 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
The Plaintiff on May 15, 1979 entered into a written 
partnership agreement with the Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, 
Inc., and Baker's Mobile Homes, Inc. to purchase and develop 
a mobile home park in Ogden, Utah to be known as "Willow 
Creek Estates Mobile Home Community." (Addendum A) 
Each partner contributed $44,333.50 for a total sum of 
$133,000.00 towards the purchase of said real property. The 
balance of the purchase price was financed through the 
seller. A trust note and deed was executed from Willow Creek 
Estates, a partnership and each partner individually to the 
seller Commercial Security Bank (Addendum B). The real 
property was conveyed to each of the partners in their 
individual names with one-third interest to each as tenants 
in common. (Addendum C). 
Money was collected from the Park and placed in a 
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partnership checking account. Money was spent from the 
account and additional capital was borrowed from the Bank to 
complete Phase I of the Park, such as curb and gutters, 
sidewalks, roads, water lines, and sewer lines (R. 200). 
U.S. Partnership Return of Income was filed for 1979, 1980 
and 1981 (R. 182). 
The partnership agreement provided that if any of the 
partners failed to make additional contributions, the 
remaining partner or partners, at their option and with 
written notice, could purchase the defaulting parties 
interest for the sum of $44,330.50. 
In May of 1980 the Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, Inc. 
was unable to make its monthly contributions to the partner-
ship and transferred its interest to the Defendants Holladay, 
Timmons and Biesinger by means of a quit claim deed, which 
was recorded on June 19, 1980. (Addendum D). 
On April 29, 1981 a judgment was entered in the Third 
Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake County (case no. 
C-79-8359) in favor of Max Laub and Eva Lou Laub and against 
Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, Inc., in the sum of $8,000.00 
and interest. 
On June 17, 1981 Defendant Biesinger conveyed his inter-
est in the real property by quit claim deed back to Defendant 
Mobile Home Lot Inc. (Addendum E). 
On June 19, 1981 a letter was sent by Plaintiff and the 
other partner Baker's Mobile Homes, Inc. to Defendants 
Holladay, Timmons and Biesinger advising them of their 
delinquency in their monthly contribution to the partnership 
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(Addendum F). 
On August 27, 1981, the Laub Defendants caused to be 
filed in the Weber County Clerk's Office, a Transcript of 
Judgment against the Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, Inc. 
(Addendum G). 
On September lf 1981 Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, Inc. 
conveyed its interest in the real property by quit claim deed 
to Defendant Estell Corporation, Inc. (Addendum H). 
On October 13, 1981 a letter was again sent by Plaintiff 
and the other partner Baker's Mobile Homes, Inc. to 
Defendants The Mobile Home Lot, Inc., Holladay, Timmons, and 
Biesinger advising them of their default and the action to be 
taken pursuant to the partnership agreement (Addendum I). 
On October 28, 1981 the Plaintiff pursuant to the terms 
of the partnership agreement purchased the Defendant The 
Mobile Home Lot, Inc.'s partnership interest by the payment 
of $41,333.50 by delivering a check made payable to Defendant 
Estell Corporation at the request of Defendants Holladay, 
Timmons and Biesinger. The sum of $3,000 was withheld to pay 
obligations that were incurred by Defendant The Mobile Home 
Lot, Inc., that were not partnership obligations. Defendants 
Holladay, Timmons and Biesinger assured Plaintiff that there 
were no other obligations although Defendant Biesinger was 
aware of the Laub Judgment against Defendant The Mobile Home 
Lot, Inc. in that he is an attorney and the attorney of 
record that stipulated to the Laub Judgment (R. 206, 221). 
Plaintiff was unaware of the Laub judgment against 
Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, Inc. or that it had attached 
to the partnership property (R. 180, 217). 
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The c o n v e y a n c e t o P l a i n t i f f by D e f e n d a n t s H o l l a d a y , 
Timmons, B i e s i n g e r f E s t e l l C o r p o r a t i o n and The M o b i l e Home 
Lo t , I n c . were a l l comp le t ed by means of q u i t c l a i m deeds (R. 
2 0 5 ) . 
At t h e t i m e of t r i a l on J u l y 6 , 1984 i t was b r o u g h t t o 
t h e C o u r t ' s a t t e n t i o n t h a t t h e p r e - t r i a l o r d e r p r o v i d e d t h a t 
t h e P l a i n t i f f had l e a v e of t h e C o u r t t o f i l e an Amended 
Amended C o m p l a i n t on o r b e f o r e May 2 0 , 1 9 8 4 . The a n s w e r s 
were due on or b e f o r e June 1, 1984. The Laub Defendan t s d i d 
n o t f i l e an a n s w e r t o t h e Amended Amended C o m p l a i n t . 
D e f e n d a n t B i e s i n g e r d i d n o t f i l e any t y p e of a n s w e r o r 
r e s p o n s i v e p l e a d i n g t o any of t h e c o m p l a i n t s (R. 152) 
a l t h o u g h he d i d make an a p p e a r a n c e (R. 2 4 8 ) . 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The f a i l u r e of t h e D e f e n d a n t B i e s i n g e r t o f i l e any 
a n s w e r s o r r e s p o n s i v e p l e a d i n g s t o P l a i n t i f f ' s Amended 
Amended Compla in t e n t i t l e d t h e P l a i n t i f f t o a d e f a u l t and t h e 
a l l e g a t i o n s c o n t a i n e d i n s a i d C o m p l a i n t w o u l d be deemed 
a d m i t t e d . 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
DEFENDANT BIESINGER WAS NOT ENTITLED TO BE INCLUDED IN 
DEFENDANTS HOLLADAY AND ESTELL CORPORATION'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS. 
D e f e n d a n t B i e s i n g e r made s e v e r a l a p p e a r a n c e s i n t h i s 
m a t t e r a f t e r t h e C o m p l a i n t had b e e n f i l e d , b u t he n e v e r d i d 
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file an answer or a responsive pleading to the Complaint. 
At t h e t i m e of t r i a l on J u l y 6 , 1 9 8 3 , t h e t r i a l 
p r o c e e d e d a s f o l l o w s : 
THE COURT: W e l l , H o l l a d a y and Timmons h a v e a n s w e r e d 
your Amended C o m p l a i n t . 
MR. FRANDSEN: B i e s i n g e r h a s n f t . 
THE COURT: Biesinger hasn't. All right. As I said on 
those two Defendants, if there are two causes of action that 
aren't responded to in the answer they will be deemed 
admitted. Do you want to proceed? (R. 154) 
Prior to taking testimony Mr. Wells, the attorney for 
Defendants Holladay and Estell Corporation stated to the 
Court: 
MR. WELLS: Your Honor, there's one item that I think 
might save us a lot of time that I don"t think anybody has 
come to grips with yet. And that is as I understand Mr. 
Frandsen's allegations what he is saying that this Quit Claim 
Deed from Mr. Biesinger that was Mr. Biesinger's share of the 
property came back through Mobile Home Lot, Inc. and at that 
point in time this judgment attached what it shouldn't have 
attached. Now, of course, the only thing that the judgment 
can attach to is the piece of property that—or the portion 
of the property that was owned by Mr. Biesinger. And if 
there's a claim by Mr. Frandsen, it has nothing to do with 
our clients. All he's doing—all these people could attach 
would be that portion of the property which came through by 
the Quit Claim Deed. There were no warranties. And so all 
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they can attach to would be that portion of the property that 
Mr. Biesinger owned, his partnership shares as it were. And 
that being the case when that came through and this judgment 
attaches on, all it attaches to is whatever Mr. Biesinger 
owned. It's a Quit Claim Deed. There's no warranties, so 
all that can attach is to that portion of the property that 
was owned by Mr. Biesinger. And therefore, if there's a 
claim, it is against Mr. Biesinger, who, of course, isn't 
here and has been defaulted. And I think that we ought to 
have some summary judgment entered on behalf of C. Don 
Holladay and Estell Corporation because there's nothing of 
theirs that the judgement attached to. And, of course, they 
made no warranties in their deed to Mr. Frandsen. And so 
there ought to be a summary judgment on that matter (R. 157). 
Subsequently, the Court stated it would take Mr. Wells 
Motion to Dismiss under advisement (R. 160). Near the 
completion of the trial the Court granted the Motion to 
Dismiss as t o — 
MR. WELLS: Mr. Holladay, Don Holladay and Estell? 
THE COURT: I assume Mr. Timmons has a similar . . . 
MR. WELLS: Mr. Timmons i s n ' t h e r e . I t ' s E s t e l l 
Corporat ion. 
MR. STEPHENS: I d o n ' t t h i n k Mr. Timmons h a s been 
s e r v e d . I d o n ' t t h i n k i t ' s a p a r t y b e f o r e t h e C o u r t . 
E s s e n t i a l l y , the same argument a p p l i e s t o Mr. B ie s inge r . 
THE COURT: I think so. The motion to Mr. Biesinger. 
MR. WELLS: And to Estell Corporation. 
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THE COURT: and to Estell Corporation. That leaves the 
case against Laubs, and you can proceed with your testimony 
(R. 231). 
The Court found that Defendant Biesinger was in default 
and entered a default (R. 248). The Court further found that 
the allegations contained in Plaintiff's Amended Amended 
Complaint were deemed admitted by Defendant Biesinger. 
Contrary to these findings, the Court dismissed the 
Plaintiff's Cause of Action against said Defendant (R. 231). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Defendant Biesinger had knowledge of the Laub judgment 
against Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, Inc. had had a 
fiduciary duty to disclose the judgment to the Plaintiff 
partner when he was asked about any obligations. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT II 
SCRUPULOUS GOOD FAITH AND CANDOR REQUIRED THE DEFEN-
DANT BIESINGER TO DIVULGE TO THE PLAINTIFF THE LAUB 
JUDGMENT AND THE SERIES OF QUIT CLAIM DEEDS THAT 
HAD BEEN EXECUTED BY SAID DEFENDANT AFFECTING THE 
PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY. 
Section 48-1-17 Utah Code Annotated, 1953 which 
provides: 
Partners shall render on demand true and full 
information of all things affecting the 
partnership to any partner, or the legal 
representatives of any deceased partner, or 
partner under legal disability (Emphasis 
added). 
A meeting was held on October 28, 1981 between the 
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Pla in t i f f and the Defendants, Holladay, Timmons and Biesinger 
pursuant to the partnership agreement wherein Defendant The 
Mobi le Home Lot , I n c . had f a i l e d t o make i t s month ly 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s and the o ther remaining p a r t n e r s a t t h e i r 
option could purchase the defaul t ing party 's i n t e r e s t in the 
p a r t n e r s h i p for the sum of $44,333.50. (The same sum t h a t 
each p a r t n e r o r i g i n a l l y c o n t r i b u t e d ) . The t e s t i m o n y 
concerning o b l i g a t i o n s of Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, 
Inc. i s as follows: 
Q: (by Mr. Frandsen) At this meeting was there 
discussion about any obligations that Mobile Home 
Lot, Inc. that were being billed to Willow Creek 
Estates? 
A: (by Mr. Biesinger) My recollection is that there 
were discussions primarily between you and Ben 
(Timmons) because Ben in the last several months of 
his management up there had charged items to the 
partnership that were wrongfully charged to the 
partnership. And there was an amount, an adjust-
ment made. I don't recall the specifics of it Alan 
(Mr. Frandsen), other than I recall that $3,000.00 
was arrived at and that was deducted from the 
Estell Corporation. 
Q: Now, was there any discussion about any other 
obligations that were due and owing by Mobile Home 
Lot, Inc.? 
A: In that context, I don't recall. 
Q: Was there any discussions about the judgment 
that the Laubs had against Mobile Home Lot, Inc.? 
A: No. 
(R. 206) 
Defendant Biesinger had knowledge of the Laub Judgment 
as established by the following testimony. 
Q: (By Mr. Daines) At the time the litigation by 
Laubs was commenced against Mobile Home Lot, Inc.? 
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A: (By Mr. Biesinger) Yes, I did. 
Q: And were you the attorney of record all through 
that proceeding? 
A: Yes. 
Q: As you previously testified you did enter into 
the stipulation which is part of that record dated 
March 16, 1981. 
A: That's correct. 
(R. 210) 
Further testimony set forth the following: 
Q: And so you knew of April 29 or thereabouts of 
1981 that a judgment had been entered against the 
Mobile Home Lot, Inc. by the Laubs? 
A: Yes. 
In Nelson v^ _ Matsch, 3 8 Utah 122, 110 P. 865 (1910), 
this court stated: 
And, where one partner by false representations 
obtains an undue advantage over a co-partner in 
transactions connected with the partnership 
business, equity will grant the defrauded party 
relief. "Partners occupy a relation of trust and 
confidence within the meaning of the rule, and in 
dealing with each other each is bound to disclose 
all material facts known to him and not known to 
the other." 14 Am. & Eng. Ency. Law, 70. The rule 
is well stated in Story on Partnership (7th Ed.) 
Section 172, in the following language: "Good 
faith not only requires that every partner should 
not make any false misrepresentations to his 
partners, but also that he should abstain from all 
concealments which may be injurious to the 
partnership business. If, therefore, any partner 
is guilty of any such concealment and derives a 
private benefit therefrom, he will be compelled in 
equity to account therefore to the partnership." So 
in Parsons on Partnership (4th Ed.) Section 15 1 it 
is said: "From the requirement of perfectly good 
faith, it follows that no partner must deceive his 
co-partners, for his benefit and their injury, 
either by false representations or by concealments. 
Thus, if he persuades them into- any course of 
business, or to any single transaction, by these 
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means, and losses occur, he must sustain them or 
compensate for them. So, if he proposes to buy of 
them the whole or any part of their share of their 
business, and by any false statement or intimation 
on his part, or any concealment or prevarication, 
influences them to enter into an arrangement to 
effect his wishes, it will not be obligatory on 
them." In Smith on Fraud, Section 114, the author 
says: "Where a confidential relation exists and 
there is""any misrepresentation, or concealment of a 
material fact or any just suspicion of artifice, or 
undue influence, courts of equity will interfere 
and pronounce the transaction void, and, as far as 
possible, restore the parties to their original 
rights," (Emphasis added) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Willow Creek Estates Mobile Home Community was partner-
ship property which is not subject to attachment or execution 
by Defendant Laubs because of their judgment against the 
Defendant The Mobile Home Lot Inc. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT III 
THE DEFENDANT LAUBS WERE PREVENTED FROM ATTACHING 
OR EXECUTING UPON THE SPECIFIC PARTNERSHIP 
PROEPRTY. 
To best describe the purpose and activities of the 
partnership is contained in the following testimony: 
Q: (By Mr. Daines) The partnership that you 
described and which is set forth in the May 15th, 
1979 document, introduced in Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 
sets up a partnership for the purpose of purchasing 
and developing a mobile home park. 
A: Right. 
Q: What had actually been done in the partnership 
from the period of 1979 through November of 1981? 
Had a mobile home park been developed? 
11 
A: Well, yes. When we proceded to purchase itf I 
think there were eight mobile home lots that had 
been in foreclosure for approximately two years. 
We went in and borrowed another approximately 
$150,000. We put in new roads, put in more sewer 
and water lines. We built a R.V. asphalt parking 
area and fenced it. We had to proceed to comply 
with the requirements of Ogden City in getting the 
Phase II approved. There were certain requirements 
of fencing a river that was done or probably many 
items of purchasing the trucks. We purchased 
equipment. We hired managers, paid employees, 
brought the park from about eight mobile homes up 
to approximately 78 when I purchased the otner 
interest of the other two partners. 
Q: So it was an ongoing and operating partnership 
as opposed to simply a landhold entity? 
A: Oh, yes. It required a great deal of effort. 
We probably--we met no less than twice a week 
discussing what was to be done at the park, who was 
going to take what responsibilities advertising, 
how we were going to get the park filled. It was 
very time consuming. 
Q: In conjunction with this partnership, did you 
file tax returns as a partnership? 
A: Yes. 
(R. 182) 
It was the intent of Plaintiff, Defendant Mobile Home 
Lot, Inc. and Baker's Mobile Homes, Inc. that the real 
property in Ogden, Utah be specific partnership property. 
Even though the real property was conveyed to each of the 
partners in their individual names with c>ne-third interest to 
each as tenants in common. 
In the case of Deming v. Moss, 40 Utah 501, 121 P. 971 
(1912) this court stated: 
"All property bought with funds belonging to a firm 
is, prima facie at least, the property of the 
partnership, though the title to such property be 
taken in the individual names of one or more of the 
12 
partners. This land bought or improved with 
partnership funds is treated, at least as between 
the partners, as partnership property." Again, at 
page 93 of the same volume, it is said: "It is 
immaterial in equity whether the legal title to 
partnership personalty or realty stands in the name 
of a copartner or in the joint names of all, where 
the intent is to convey to the partnership. The 
possessor of such legal title will be deemed to 
hold such property in trust for the partnership 
purposes. The property is, under such 
circumstances, deemed to be that of the 
partnership, and, as such, subject to all its 
incidents; and a court of equity will deal with it 
as such." 
In 30 Cyc. 428, the rule is stated as follows: 
"Where title to real property, acquired by or for a 
partnership, is taken in the name of one of the 
partners, there is a resulting trust in favor of 
the partnership, which may be established by parol 
evidence, so that the land may be charged with the 
interest of the partnership. * * * Whether real 
estate purchased with partnership funds was 
purchased as partnership or individual property 
depends upon the intention of the parties as 
manifested by all the surrounding circumstances and 
the use to be made of it. Where real estate is 
bought with partnership funds tor partnership 
purposes, and is appropriated to partnership uses, 
or entered and carried in the assets of the firm as 
partnership assets, equity regards it as 
partnership property, without regard to the name in 
which the legal title is taken: but the legal title 
is left undisturbed, except so far as may be 
necessary to protect the equitable rights of the 
respective parties." It is not necessary to cite 
the numerous cases referred to both in the 
Encyclopedia of Law and Cyc, to which we have 
referred (Emphasis added). 
Plaintiff did not order a preliminary report or review 
the title record before purchasing the interest of the 
Defendant The Mobile Home Lot, Inc. Testimony is as follows: 
Q: (By Mr. Daines) Why didn't you request title 
work done, Mr. Frandsen? 
A: Well, for the cost and expense of securing a 
P.R. plus I had total 100 percent confidence in all 
three of the individuals I'd been dealing with. 
(R. 188). 
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In Christenson v. Commonwealth Land Title Insurance 
Company, 666 P. 2d 302 (1983) this Court stated: 
Generally a failure to examine public records does 
not defeat an action for a false representation in 
most cases there is no duty to make such an 
examination. 
Section 48-1-22 Utah Code Annotated, 1953 provides: 
(1) A partner is co-owner with his partners of 
specific partnership property holding as a tenant 
in partnership. 
(2) The incidents of this tenancy are such that: 
(c^ A partner's right in specific partnership 
property is "not subject to attachment or 
execution, "except on a claim against the 
partnership. (Emphasis added) 
(Addendum J). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Both the Plaintiff and the Defendant Laubs are innocent 
parties, dismissing the cause of action against the Plaintiff 
and in favor of the Defendant Laubs entitles them to unjust 
enrichment. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT IV 
GRANTING EQUITABLE RELIEF TO THE PLAINTIFF WOULD 
RESTORE THE DEFENDANT LAUBS TO THE SAME POSITION 
THEY HAD PRIOR TO THE TRANSACTION BETWEEN PLAINTIFF 
AND THE OTHER DEFENDANTS. 
At the conclusion of the trial the Plaintiff stated: 
MR. FRANDSEN: Just a short response, Your Honor. I 
think everything that Mr. Daines has stated, he definitely 
has a cause of action against if there was a fraudulent 
14 
conveyance. That is his road of recovery. With two innocent 
parties, I don't see where Laubs should get a windfall of a 
collection of a judgment completely out of the sky from an 
innocent party when he has definite, as he's indicated, cause 
of action against all three individuals plus Estell or plus 
any others especially if he had a supplemental order out 
telling them not to convey any other property and any of 
their real property. So 1 mean, based upon that, it would 
seem to me he has a prima facie case where the Plaintiff does 
not have a case against anybody else. And when the equity 
principals, when two parties are innocent, it would seem to 
me that the party that does have another alternative to 
recover this judgment, that the person that does not have 
that alternative should be allowed the equity. 
THE COURT: Well, it's a bad situation because it is 
pretty clear that both parties here are innocent parties. 
But I think just to decide the case on the law and let the 
chips fall where they may, I think that the lien does attach 
to the property. (Emphasis added). 
The equity courts over the years have had a difficulty 
relieving people from mistakes of law since the exact status 
of any particular legal principle is always difficult to 
ascertain. However, where the mistake, if it is a mistaken 
of law rather than a fact, relates to a title situation, 
courts have universally held that a party may be relieved of 
the consequences of the mistake and granted equitable relief 
where no person is harmed by such a resolution. The Utah 
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Supreme Court, in the case of Sine v. Rudy, 27 Utah 2d 67, 
493 P.2d 299, ( ) recognized that equity would relieve 
people from mistaken beliefs as to what the status or legal 
condition of property concerned in their transaction actually 
was. 
There has been no doubt that the equity court had power 
to relieve parties from the consequences of mistakes of fact. 
Less clear has been the proposition that the court would 
relieve parties of the consequences of a mistake as to law. 
Many of the cases, cases the courts are able to relieve a 
party of the mistake where no one is harmed and a failure to 
relieve would cause unjust enrichment. 27 Am. Jur. 2d, 
Section 28, p. 552 through Section 37, p. 560. 
A great number of cases support the principle and 
illustrate the manner in which equity intervenes to do 
justice. One of the early cases which has been often quoted 
and cited as good law is Cherry v. Welsher, 195 Iowa 640, 192 
N.W. 149 (1923). The rule recited fits the facts before the 
court in this case: 
This record, however, shows a release of an 
unsatisfied incumbrance, and the lien so released 
will be revived for the benefit of the party 
satisfying it. Justice and equity require that 
this should be done. When a person through 
misapprehension and mistake of the law parts with 
or surrenders a right of property which he would 
not have surrendered but for such misapprehension, 
a court of equity will grant relief, if it is 
satisfied that the parties benefited by the mistake 
cannot in conscience retain the benefits or 
advantages so acquired. Botorff v. Lewis, 121 Iowa 
27, 95 N.W. 262; Kerr on Fraud and Mistake, pp. 398 
and 418. 
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A court of equity will not permit a party to take 
and enjoy the benefits of ignorance or mistake of 
law on the part of another party who knew and who 
did not correct. Faxom et al. v. Baldwin, 136 
Iowa, 519, 114 N.W. 40; 2 Pomeroy, eq. Jur. (3dEd.) 
Sections 721, 847. 
For similar ruling see also Prudential Insurance Company 
of America v. Nuernberger, et al, 135 Neb. 743, 284 N.W. 266. 
Cases which also accept the general proposition cited in Am. 
Jur. are Cooper County Bank v. Bank of Bunceton, 221 Mo. 
814, 288 S.W. 95, where the Missouri Supreme Court stated the 
law in the following language: 
The remaining point for our consideration is the 
question of rescission. It is plaintiff's 
contention that a contract entered into under a 
mutual misconception of the legal rights of the 
parties amounting to a mistake of law is amenable 
to rescission as one founded in a mistake of fact. 
It is urged that, being an equity case, where an 
unconscionable advantage has been gained by a mere 
mistake or misapprehension, equity will interfere 
in order to prevent intolerable injustice. 
See also the following cases: Norad Hosiery Mills, Inc. v. 
Orinoko Mills, 416 Penn. 45 4, 2 06 A.2d 56; Peter v. Peter, 
343 111. 493, 175 N.E. 846; and Garrett v. Reid-Cashion Land 
& Cattle Co., 34 Ariz. 245, 270 P. 1044. The rule granting 
relief is set down in the following language: 
The rule that permits relief to one who enters into 
a transaction ignorant of his antecedent existing 
legal rights is well recognized. It is stated by 
Pomeroy on Equity Jurisprudence (3d Ed.) Section 
849, as follows: 
"Wherever a person is ignorant or mistaken with 
respect to his own antecedent and existing private 
legal rights, interests, estates, duties, 
liabilities, or other relations either of property 
or contract, or personal status, and enters into 
some transaction the legal scope and operation of 
which he correctly apprehends and understands, for 
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the purpose of affecting such assumed rights, 
interests, or relations, or of carrying out such 
assumed duties or liabilities, equity will grant 
its relief, defensive or affirmative, treating the 
mistake as analogous to, if not identical with, a 
mistake of fact." 
See also Mitchell V. California-Pacific Title Ins. Co., et 
al, 248 P. 1035; Barkhausen, et al v. Continental Illinois 
Nat. Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago, 3 111.2d, 120 N.E. 2d 649. 
In the case of S. S. Pierce Co. v. United States, 17 
F.Supp. 667, the District Court stated the law and authority 
supporting the fundamental legal principle espoused by 
Respondent: 
While it is often laid down as a general rule that 
equity will not relieve against a mistake or law, 
Bank of United States v. Daniel, 12 Pet. 32, 9 
L.Ed. 989, the rule is no doubt subject to 
exceptions. One such exception arises where an 
instrument is given under a mistake as to the 
anticedent rights of the parties. In such cases, 
it is said that equity may give relief, although 
that mistake be the result of ignorance of the most 
fundamental legal principles. Williston on 
Contracts, Section 1589; Clifton Manufacturing 
Company v. United States (CCA. 4th, 1935) 75 F. 
(2d) 577; Order of United Commercial Travelers of 
America v. McAdam (CCA. 89th) 125 F. 358; Reggio 
v. Warren, 297 Mass. 525, 93 N.E. 805, 91 Mich. 1, 
51 N.W. 692, 30 AmSt. Rep. 458. The present case 
probably falls within this exception. But as a 
further qualification must be noted. The power to 
set aside an instrument because of mistake is based 
upon equitable principles and is to be exercised 
only for the purpose of preventing unjust 
enrichment. (Emphasis added). 
If the Court accepts the Plaintiff's theory, the end 
result will be that the Defendant Laubs will get exactly what 
they had prior to the transaction between Plaintiff and the 
other Defendants. The parties to the transaction will be 
given the exact items they had prior to the transaction, and 
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no one will be unjustly enriched. 
CONCLUSION 
The Appellant respectfully urges the reversal of the 
Judgment and Decree and the Order denying Plaintiffs Motion 
to Amend the Judgment in order to rectify the lower Court's 
inequitable and unjust decision. 
Dated this *3sX day of January, 1985. 
Respectfully submitted/ 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to the following Defendant attornies at the 
addresses listed below: 
Edward T. Wells, Attorney for C. Don Holladay and Estell 
Corporation, 420 Continental Bank Building, Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84101. 
Harold R. Stephens, Attorney for Keith Biesinger, University 
Club Building, 136 East South Temple, Suite 920, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84111. 
N. George Daines, Attorney for Max Laub and Eva Lou Laub, 128 
North Main, Logan, Utah 84 321 
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by placing the same in a correctly addressed envelope in the 
U.S. Mail this cj<*3 day of January, 1985. 
^ , ^ > ^ ^ M ^ u—~a£<2^  
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ADDENDUM 
A - J 
ADDENDUM "A" 
WILLOW CREEK ESTATES 
PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT 
AGREEMENT made this A j day of May, 1979, by and between 
ALAN D. FRANDSEN, THE MDBILE HOME LOT, INC., and BAKER'S MOBILE HOMES, 
INC., herein referred to as Partners. 
The Parties hereto associate themselves as a partnership 
for the purpose of purchasing and developing a mobile home park located 
at 900 Century Drive, Ogden, Utah, under the business name of WILLCW 
CREEK ESTATES. The Partnership shall conmence on May 15, 1979, and 
continue until terminated by mutual consent of the parties, or by 
operation of the provisions of this Agreement. 
Each partner shall contribute $44,333.50 to the partnership 
capital account on or before May 15, 1979, and shall contribute equally 
on a monthly basis, any additional capital to the Partnership that may 
be required to complete the objective of the Partnership. In the event 
that one partner fails to make such additional contributions within 
thirty (30) days from the date assessed, the remaining partners, at their 
option, and with written notice, may either buy out or find a third party 
to purchase the defaulting party's interest in the Partnership for the 
sum of $44,333.50. Any partner shall have the right to sell his interest 
in the Partnership to any third party, mutually acceptable to the re-
maining partners. 
All money received by the Partnership shall be deposited in 
a bank to be selected by a majority of the parties, and to be drawn out 
on authorized checks signed by any two authorized partners. 
ADDENDUM "A' 
2 PLAINTIFFS 
f EXHIBIT 
Books of account shall be maintained by the Partners, or someone 
designated by them. Each partner shall have free access at all times 
to all books and records maintained relative to the Partnership business. 
No Partner shall have thfe authority to enter into any contract 
or incur any obligation without the prior consent of the other Partners. 
Each Partner shall be entitled to 33 1/3 percent of the net 
proceeds of the Partnership and all losses incurred in the course of the 
Partnership shall be borne in the same proportions. 
In witness whereof, the Partners have executed this Agreement 
at Salt Lake City, Utah, the day and year first above written. 
THE MDBILE HOME LOT, INC. 
By /.-/rs^ )/-^w,c, - c, 
Its 
BAKER'S MOBILE HOMES, INC., 
By c \ + {&* •'<*-,o-;^ 
Its £%<?*-?, 
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ADDENDUM "B" 
.;.:•• r.r"0".ncD. MAIL, TO 
r- /^w? 
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15?H day of. :AY 
;:ILLG;: C:.I:::; ZCTATZC, A PARTNERSHIP, 
I.-TZUE-. ;»L:-" D» rr.A::3CE::, AIT IHDIVIDU^L, P7-RT:IER, MOBILE KQ-E LQI 
FARTHER, BAKERS MOBILE IIO:IE, i:;c, PARTNER 
*>ho»>f ati iff** i s 9 0 0 CEIITURV D R I V E , o r e n;iy (Street and number) ((«y) (ScaieJ 
COMMERCIAL SECURITY BANK, a corporation » as k 
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KlTNES^TH: Ih.u Trustor CO-UEYS ami KARRANTb lo mi'STEE IN TRUST,KlTH PoZfcR OF SALE,.! 
de*cribr<i property, situated in WEBER, County Sidif of l u h . 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF WEBER } 
RECORD IN MY OFFICE. 
___, WITNESS MY HAND AND ^EAL 
IT . . ; ^ ' « s S 8 C . . ^ A ^ » DEPUTY 
ADDENDUM "B* 
2 DEFENDANT'S 
EXHIBIT 
-&CC\L IBOZ P a ^ 70S 
SPECIAL WAJJ:.A;;TY DZSD 
The COMMERCIAL SECURITY BANK, a Corporation, Grantor, of Ogden City 
Weber County, State of Utah, hereby conveys and doeo hereby covenant, promise 
and agree to and with the Grantee, that against the claims of a l l pereon3 thru 
or under i t onlv, i t w i l l forever warrant to: 
ALA:; D . PRA':PJ>:%J, *•: rimviofAL AS TO AM umivmnn 1/3 IIITEPPST, 'JOBILI 
I:O%T. LOT, r : c A UT^T CORPORATION AS TO A:I UNDIVIDED 1/3 INTEREST, 
A::D HA::nn,s 'torxiLn HO^E, i : ; c , A UTAII CORPORATION AS TO A:J UNDIVIDED 
1/3 I:ITE?.P.ST. 
Granteo of SALT LAEE CITY , ' County of SALT LAKE, State of Utah for 
the cun of T - ! A-:n -TO/IOO ($ 1 Q « ^ Dollars 
and other valuable cencideratioa, the following deccribed tract of land in 
.Countyf Stato of "?*» to-wit: 
:.r.T o- crcTic:: 17, 10, l« Arm 20, TOWISKXP 6 HO^TII, P,;::OE 1 
T, '•ALT LA:::: EAEE ?'n •:nw.inrA:,# TJ.S. strp.vr?: BEOiini'io AT A 
:*T rr: -5-:::::: CITV c~r ini::A?nf •:o*»«n 211 • 4H.29 A::D n\r.? 45 + 
": r~ z"7. r-^7 -zr;:7 o~ UAV LI:::: op TEE OPE^O:: r>i:c->~ LILT 
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: . • • ' - - ; : .:-- -;;^ ;;•;;•? 037.50 rrn?, POETE 70 EEO PAST 221.10 
: , ' r"T*: ^7^.f; P:P T PP.O". TUP. :IOPTE:JEET CO?»TP." or SAiPi 
" ) , - r - v : 70 n::": 3a1 IS** ;;I:ST 102.n*\ PPPT, JIOUTII 29 nno 
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:'*:. r / ••*:: 70 :,::", 2^' 30" UPPT ft'»#2r, VL:!'T| TIII.:;CP. not,,wti nr, pro 
4'" " V T 30.'»v rr.Ti mnwv nnvm 7n npo 20* :oH wrrr? 90,72 
'., ' "7 #;o"-;: o o*": 2'>• 3ow PAHT 20,00 PPPT, T::r*;cn o^r"r»! 
n:*' ; ' 3n* #.:pr,T 'KJ.7;I TTETI Hinvn rtn^ i^: ?n ppo ??• 17° \rpr;T 
7 x « - . T # T;?r-:<"r: coPTrr 70 DJ:<: 2O» aoM UT:::T 90.72 PPPTI T::P:;CK 
vr r# :,:.T 2'i* 30" n**rr 10,00 rv.v.n T::p.:rc:n 1:0:^ 11 no t)?.n 3">* 30M 
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?; " ' ' " "'5"T:! 70 fiP'- 2 n # 3')M W! P.T 02 .no r!' f , ,Hj ^!M%,,CP '^•'TH 
' / * ' : . ' :*; p- 54.OM , rpp^ i ' " : : P : ; ^ I : ::orrrn nr> t)'y: so* 30w wr:nT 
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APPENDUM " C 
m WITKESS WEE3E0F said Commercial Security 3a*ik has caused its 
name and corporato seal to bo hereto subscribed and affiled by its officers 
thereunto duly authorised thio 15th day of Kav 19 79 . 
cow.z?.ciALj:^cur.iK: ?*iZy 
' *!£/. V hfecideat 
V 
c::: 
/ \*ccwresxuc:it 
d till: l*rh day of Kny 
a7_--rrc:! tcCcre cs r—» ?i. fr^^n 
,t 19 7^ -t personally 
_f who belns by no duly sworn did say: 
... Lc ic t:*o "-. v - * r-r-*,y~r 0f the Cocscrcial Security Bank* a 
•:::\v;:cr.; CI: at c::ld icstruccst vao ci^ncd in behalf of caid corporation by 
..::'!;.;• cf a rcr/^ ltilicn of ita Doard of Dircctorof and caid r*" ?.. y~™«» 
......Lcijc^  to r^ that naid Corporation executed the ca^e. 
: : r:..:;:;.-: r:::;:;^ :\ I havo hereto set &y hand and affixed ry notarial 
.!. :.^  ry ^ : ' ^ In Cfclcn, Weber County, State of Utah, the dny and year in 
L'j ccrilfU-'-cj first tbovo written. 
Kotary'l'u'jiic fcci—uui J« buy 
Rcuidinc ttt:_r*J_f T-»"» ctv. f-h 
cr-.t;;".:v; czpLrnn '; /..?r.Pfl 
/ Z i. ctr^a* 
STATE OP UTAH 1 ^ 
CO'INTYOFWEBER 
, HFREBY CERTIFY THAT w.S IS A TRW: C O £ 
Of THE DOCUMENT THAT APPfcA« 
RsCORD IN MY OFFICE. 
WITNESS MY HANO AND SEAL 
« „^ux^&***-- D£PUTY 
If, A ' t » ' f p !"r*«,c of «orh t<~»o as rr&v th*n be requi red bv law following the recordat ion of said not i re of defi 
and nntin* <f de fau*t a r d r" tic* of sale having been given as then r e q u i n d bv law Trus tee , without r e m a n d on Trui 
<haU sell v a ,d p roper t ) on tl »» date and at the t ime and place designated m said notice of sale e i ther as a wnol«* o 
s fpa ra t e parcels and in such order as it mav de te rmine (but subject to an> s ta tutory r ight of Trus to r to direct tin* 01 
in which sin h proper ty , if eunsist ing of several known lots o r parcels shall be s o l d ) , at public auct ion to the nig 
biddt r th» purchase pVicc pa . ab l e m . a» fu l monev of the United Sta tes at the t ime of sale The person toi»du<ting 
sale ma\ for an> cause he c e m s expedient , postpone the sale from t ime to t ime until .t shall be completed and in e 
such case notice of pos tponement snail be given bv public declara t ion thereof b> such person at the t ime and p la ie 
appointed for the s a l e , provided, if the sale is postponed for longer than one day bevond the duv unalienated JJJ the n< 
of sale tunttf it** nut shall b*» given in the san»e manner as the original not i re of sale Trus t ee shall execute ami del 
to th« pumh iser its I)#*id convening said proper ty so sold, but wi 'hou t anv covenant or w i r r an tv . express or implied 
reci tals in the Deed of anv mat te r s or fact shall be conclusive rroof of the t ru thfu lness thereof Am person inclui 
Henefioarv niav bid at the ^ule Trus tee sh ill applv the proceeds o ' the sale to pavnun t of M ) the COSK .rid expense 
exert I^UIK the j o w e r of sale and of sale, including the payment of U e T r u s t e e s and at tornev s f e ^ aetuallv mfiirrecj bv 
Trus t ee and the lie nef u larv but not to exceed ten ( 1 0 " 0 ) per cent of the unpaid indebtedness at the tirnf of *>M< n -al«* v. 
the minimum total of said fees not to b*» less than $200 00 , (2) cost of an> evidence of tit le j roeured in <orui«" fion v 
such sale and revenue s tamps on T r u s t e e s Oeed, i 3 ) all sums expended under the terms h» reof not then repaid, i 
accrued int« rest at 1 0 ' , per annum from da te of expend i tu re , (4 ) all o ther sums then M I u red hereb) , and « "*) the 
maindcr if anv to the person or persons legally ent i t led the re to , or the Trus tee in its discretion mav deposit the bala 
of such proceeds with the ( ounty Clerk of the county in which the sale took plai e 
17 r p o n the occurrence of any default he reunder . Beneficiary shall have the option to declare at! HUOII see* 
her* bv i innudiate lv due and pavable and foreclose this Trus t f)i « d in the manner provided bv law for tti*• fore* lohuri 
m o r t t a u e s on real propert> and I Jnn ' f i cu rv shall be ent i t led to recover in nuch proceeding* all tost* and expel 
incident there to including a reasonable a t t o r n e y s fee in such amount as shall be fixed bv the court 
i s H e n r f u u r v mav appoint a successor t rus tee at any t ime by filing for rvcnrd in the office of the County Reroi 
of each (ou' . tv in which s«id property or some part thereof is s i tua ted a subs t i tu t ion of trustee From the t ime the | 
stitu'if n is fii« d tor record, the iu * tru fee ohall ouicecd to all the jowern d u t i o . au thonrv and ti t le *.f M f rr*i^ t**»* nai 
herein <»r of an> successor t rus tee Each such subs t i tu t ion shall be executed and acknowledged, and nolle* tnereof ii 
b* ^iven and ; r mt thereof made . ir. the manner provided bv law 
l'j Th,s Trust Deed shall npplv to inure to the benefit of and bind all part ies hereto the i r hHr*. legatee*. d«*vin 
a d m i n s t i a t o r s cxccutMps j u» r «»s'-ors and a l i g n s All obligation* of T r u s t e r he reunder a re Jn.nt and **w*r.i! The ti 
HenefK i^rv shall mean the owner and holder , including anv p l e d g e of the riole neeurerj heri b> In tht* Trus t I* 
whenever t he text so requires , the mascul ine gender include* the feminine and or t t ru ter . und the l i ngu l a r number incl i 
the plural 
20 Trus t ee a«'«*pts thi* Trust when thi* Tru«t D^ed, duly exery t rd and acknowledged, is n u d e a public rrn>rd 
provided ov law Tru*te«» is not o b l i / a f d to notify ony pa r t ) here to of |rm2in*» ruiie und»r an> other TruM Dr*d ui 
anv - u i u n in which Trus to r , henc f i cu ry , or T rus t ee tha i ) be a party uni<»» brought by 1ruM**» 
2 ! TM«; Tru«-t I i ee j h\z\\ be con&trued according to the law* of tli#» h t a l * of L'tali, 
22 T '• ' i 'd« ni;i\—l ~rt *nr rfrn'i* that a ropy of any nn t t i e of default and of any notir* of *al* heri»tind#»f 
r^w.Ir I pj . . . . at the a«J«iri (.i r« .nt i !o*e ret forth 
" .' '\* I K . . >ru*(or has r a u s r d the i t prefteptu ti» b* ete^-utrd the day m d >ear first ai»ov«* wi i i | 
INDIVIDUAL AacKov;icscf;.cr:7 
ST/T:: a 
COL*:.77 or 
on <he <\*i »t i l l , ptnwnilljr •pp»tr#d b#fort m» 
it.0 *ifti»r
 t,i n<+ »»**•• »Mff«m»ftf. *h* ^n»r **k*o*l*<iiHl in m# that lit #i*fvt»* fh» Mm# 
Mp tommy**** M M " * 
-
CCPPOPATf ACKN07/lfOCV,fMT 
l\cv ordoJ at Requcu uf. .. <£ • . ." . . .wd.f..'. "•  r,r. 
j * . M. TrrlVmU _ ^A^ 4 ?* /** i ^ f l ' J j / ' ^ ^ ^ / " ' ^ 
l»y D?p .Book Pa,-? Kcf..\.JlrM.K- 3 Ci.J".» 
Mail tax notice to Address.. . .• . L - - ' • ' • - •-•-' 
tf QUIT-CLAIM DEED - ' - / ? / - ' - ^ / 
. -^ , ^ [COP.rc;.:ATI:. rOJlM] 
TilS MOBILE HOME LOT, I.NC. , a corporation 
orc^nized and existing under the law:, of ti'.c State of Utah, with it: principal ctficc at 
C i.U Lok<< Mty , of County of Cr.lt Lake , State c£ Utah, i 
r.mntor, hcrvhy QUIT CLAIMS to C. DON liOLUDAl", ,i 30!^  interr.-rt; isCJ £. Ti:::o:;j, | 
u ^0,1 invf-rest; and KlilTH I>IET!IIIC!5u u "<s0£ inter*.*r,t; a l l as tenants ir. censor., 
of Salt Lake County, Sttvte of Uteri forth :urr:c: : 
?£! and no/100 - - - - - - - - - - - . - _ . - . _ DOLLARS, i 
cr.d other "good and valuable consideration ; 
t!-2 foiSowvig described trace offer: J in Weber County, 
S:-.ts of Utah: 900 Century Drivu, Ogden, Utah and irere particularly described ; 
<n tne Cached legal description, i 
STATEOFUTAH 1
 g v • j 
COUNTY OF WEBER J 
t HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS IS A TRUE COPY ! 
OF THE DOCUMENT THAT APPEARS Ofc ; 
J .< .RECORD IN MY, OFFICE. ;l 
1 « A; ;'• -j WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL ; t 
- 4 , n [ CL..4.... .•<?.? • i'T THoo&c^FrfWEBEK^w^Ec6ROEiC* 
1 nr »»t»«trr> >»'••!/ >»«•/» urn vicei '•-rtiw certuy tiicu iru?> orea iu»u eric tranter icp'-f^iiisvi 
i!»,*rcby **as duly authorized under . ....Virion duly adopted by 1I12 bocrd of directors c£ thz 
grantor a: A Lwful i>wtti»u; duly ht ...*J at tend* d by a oucru;.:. 
In witnes: thereof, the granco; ...:. ceased its corpora:- name znd zszi to bz hcxcuiuo affixed 
by its duly authorized oi'xicers this ^ day of May , A. 1). 19c0 
><€dj$£<?<s^ -ts^ 
I T:.:. ^-:QBTLE..K0!E _ L 0 T , „ : : ; C A Company 
^ ^ — f *$3fao<&SJUJ^J 
, I .OM'ORATE SCALI j X President. 
y;V;TK OH U T A H , ] 
O.-unty c : ••'• 1" L.iic«* r 
Or. ('»." 3 ^ d f " ' ' Muy , ,1. D . - 9 - • • 
: :i*r.«)naiiy a|'p-.:.rcd iwioie mc *^ lollud ur.ti 11--Lth Hi ..*»::.r;tr 
wiu* i:tiiijj i.y H»C duly swurn did sr. or hirr :ha: lie, tn> said C. JO:: lu-Laa-y 
... ,;..- r,j..i !«u;. -r,.i h«« tlw cr.iH ! .esint' i; the ; cr*.t;-rv 
(.. '..: !'*r-i.v '!:-^ ;•::., . i ;u. 1 . .^ny, and t:...i rhe v.'ithir. ^nd lorc?;w'*> 
.. /.r.r.icnt w«> signed in I*: nail (»i MMI « orporati^ t ny autnonty of a resoiuricr. ;:: :" boar.: ;* 
• r* •rr.r* r^"'' «»»'i ;*. """ir* i'c.'* r. aril! !"."ITr. *l'j ."'•"". ••'T 
•....!. duiy ic!:n»>wied^cd to rr.r that •- • j.poratit/.. c* cuud tha sa:iu- and :hi: TLJ ;::! a-'*- •* 
:.:>.' -,.»i u/ !>a<ii torpoi.UR.I. A 
..LV i „ V A . V > : ; - / : T 
' V ' | f f / ^ ' 
I " 
i, I 
i i 
•OEFENOAJJI'' 
ADDENDUM " D 1 
CT'IW.) uZiftoi 
LI-XiVL DESCRIPTION FOR THAT TRACT OF LAND KNOWN AS 900 CEMTURY DRIVE, 
A P A F " OF S E C T I O N 1 7 1 8 . 1Q AND 2 0 , TCWMHI7? 6 N C I M : . RADGE 1 
W E S T . S A L T IAKE BASE AND M E R I D I A N , U . S . SURVEY: B E G I N N E R A T A 
P O I N T ON' OC.IHJ N T Y COORDINATES NORTH 2 1 1 + 4 8 . 7 9 AND E A S T 4 5 * 
9 1 . 3 3 ON H E E A S T RIGHT O F WAY L E E OF H E ORCGON SHORT LWS. 
RAILROAD ( S A I D P O I N T G I V E N A S N 0 7 T H 3 9 DEG 0 2 ' V E S T 8 2 9 . 6 3 F E E T 
AND NORTH 0 DEG 5 8 ' FAST 776 18 FFFT *??>.'. THE SCJTIEAST CCRNZR 
OF SAID SECTION I S ) ; RUNNING THENCE SOUTH 1 DEG 3 0 ' VEST 1 6 9 . 7 8 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89 DEG 1 5 ' EAST 1 8 7 . 3 ? FEFT; THENCE SOUTH 
0 DEG 2 9 ' 30" WEST 4 6 2 . 0 9 FEET; THENCE NORTH 70 DEG 2 9 ' 30' ! EAST 
7 1 . 5 9 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 64 DEG 1 0 ' EAST 4 3 5 . 3 7 FEET: TiEN"E 
NORTH 0 DEG 4 7 ' 24" EAST 3 4 9 . 5 2 FEET; THENCE NORTH 50 DEG 2 4 ' 
EAST 6 6 . 0 0 FEET; THEN E SOUTH 43 DEG 2 0 ' EAST 6 9 4 . 2 3 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 49 DEG 3 2 ' EAST 5 2 5 . 3 2 FEET TO THE CENTER OF MILL 
CRFEK; THENCE NINE COURSES ALONG TIE CENTER OF MILL CREEK AS 
FOLLOWS: NORTH 45 DEC 0.5' WEST 9 0 . 0 0 FELT TO A POINT ON GGDEN 
CITx COUKUINATES NORTH 206 + 0 2 . 3 4 AND 6 1 + 7 1 . 2 5 EAST (SAID POINT 
GIVEN AS NORTH 49 DEG EAST 6 3 7 . 5 6 FEET, SOUTH 70 DEG EAST 2 2 1 . 1 0 
FEET AND SOUTH 6 7 0 . 8 FEET FROM THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID 
SECTTCN 2 0 ; , NORTH 76 DEG 38 ' 15" WEST 1 0 2 . 8 4 FEET, NORTH 29 DZG 
5 9 ' WEST 1 7 9 . 1 8 FEET, NORTH 42 DEG 3 5 ' WEST 4 2 . 7 2 FEET, SOUTH 81 
DEG 0 6 ' 15" WEST 6 1 . 6 1 FEET, NORTH £9 DEG 4 2 ' 30" WEST 1 2 0 . 0 0 
FEET. NORTH 24 DEG 0 7 ' EAST 7 1 . 4 0 FEET, NORTH 35 DEG 0 7 ' 1 1 " 
WEST 2 2 4 . 2 5 FEET, AND NORTH 0 DEG 5 8 ' 34" E A S T 7 6 . 8 0 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 2 9 ' 30* WEST 8 9 . 2 6 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 36 DBG 
40" i+O" vGST 3 0 . 0 7 FeiiT; THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 2 9 ' 30" WEST 9 0 . 7 2 
FELT, THENCE NORTH 0 DEG 2 9 ' 30" EAST 2 0 . 0 0 rEET; THENCE SOUTH 
/ 0 DEG 23' 30" WEST 9 0 . 7 2 FEET; THENCE NORrH 3£ DEG 2 9 ' 17" VEST 
4 7 . 7 0 FEET. THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 29* 30" WEST 9 0 . 7 2 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 0 DLG 29" 30" FAST 10 00 FEFT; THENCE NORTH 39 DEG 30 ' 30" 
WEST 8 5 . 2 6 FEET; THENCE NORTH 0 DEG 29" 30" EAST 1 0 . 0 0 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 89 DEG 30 ' 30" VEST 3 0 . 0 0 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 
29 ' 30" WEST 32 00 FELT, THENCE tORTH 31 DEG 4 6 ' 2 1 " VEST 3 9 . 1 3 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 2 9 ' 30" '.EST 8 2 . 0 0 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
31 DEG 1 1 ' S4" WFST 54 0* ^ ~ r - TV&CZ NORTH 89 DEG 3 0 ' 30" WEST 
2 3 3 . 2 5 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGLNNING. 
ALSO- THAT POUTION Ur lilL ivOU-OWING DESCRIBED NOT INCLUDED IN 
Tt^E PKOPERTY uESCRIBEu Ar'OVE: BEGINNING AT TIE SAID SOUTiEAST 
rr>R\ER Or -,.-."i L'-C iO A..J- A ^ . N L J G THENCE WEST 1 3 . 3 0 CHAINS; 
HENCE XRTH 1 . 2 0 CIIAINC, THENCE EAST 3 . 5 0 CHAINS; ThfcNU: NORTH 
6 DEC EAST 6 . 5 CHAINS TO MP/CLE OF MILL CREEK (AS FOFCELY 
LOCATED)- THENCE SOUTKFASTKRLY TO A POINT i^ OR™ 4 . 5 CHAINS FROM 
'HE POINT OF EEGINNrr;. TIENCE SO' mEASTERLY TO A POINT 
DESCRIBED AS BEING WEST 35 49 CHAINS VEST OF THE SOUTH QUARTER 
CORNER SECTION 17 , TOWNSHIP 6 NORTH. RANGE 1 VEST, SALT LAKE 
1WSE AND MERIDIAN, T1ENCE WESi 4 5 CHAINS TO THE POINT OF 
t;r/,L...lNC LLSi AND EXCEPTING THEREFROM TIE WESTERLY 0 . 5 5 
(IL-d o , /OilE OR LESS, AS CONTAINED IN TIE RAILROAD RTGHT OF WAY. 
STfi'ATED T-l VDER 0X1,i*Y. STATE OF UTAH 
"THIS IS A lEGAUY BINDING CONTRACT, IF NOT UNDERSTOOD SEEK COMPETENT ADVICE." 
Recorded at Request ots. "** u ' " *" '" y "'v .1 
at ...... M. Fee Paid J™ 
H?L' >-'< >'"'- >'. <-/rx r - ' ^ ' -
bv« . Dcp. Book. — Page. «..R*f.: 
Mail tax notice to.. Address •T&L 
638089 I^r^rSJei^ 
?.T5^D ^ ^ . . r - " ^ 
"'• v r 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED ..,.
 1,-li..,; 
i ! 
-J \ ': 
a 
.of * s a 1 1 1 a k e " " * •• r" 
QUIT-CLAIM^ to jhe Mobile Home Lc4:, Inc.. 
***Keith Biesinger*'** / _ 1 _ . 
* , County o£ ba i t Lake:;'•••'•7""•'""" 
4t, 
.u grantor 
"7 State of Utah, hereby: 
1
 f 
M 
! i 
%; a UUn'corporat ion wiAth i t s pr inc ipa l place ot^  business in 
- - S a l t Lake-Cot/nty,. Utah' \ v '• . '.- •» '•: ' ' >''*'-' ••.••' TfN 
and other valuable consideration. » : : ' •". •  '• ; ^. 
the following described tract . of land in Weuer - •i:-'. •"-*• • * '.-• *t'-
State of Utah: , .;..".;:; ;;.,.,••. . >4Xl.C/v..v^'*;V••';:• ; ' *^ :•^^r , i ' ' ' • : . •••^?; 
grantee 
for the sum. of 
DOLLARS, 
County, 
' ^ i ^ ' ^ 0 0 Centur7 Drive. 0gd6ii,utak, oV mure paKtcuTd-riy described in,-the ; 
• Y V V ^ * 
•«..- .* . i»;«4.L'jc;'' 
€:'~: y ^ „... 
$IAtE6f.0TAIf-^y#.. v . 
•"-•"-! w w i f CERTIfr WATTHISIS. A TRUE COJY 
' •< : OF T*«g^^ DOCUMENT.-THAT APPEARS OF 
• ' • ? X ^ : - ' ? i v ? i ^ ^ U Y HAND AND SEAL. ' ^ 
' ^ 
J • ^ 
' f 
-'4 
' .^ 
•«a 
:i?rj 
):if..;--~ 
' ! ! ' i ; 
In! 
• • V | ; i ; J 
•fcv 
^-.»; 
VFTNESS the hand of said grantor , this 
pre^nceof 
1 2 t h "•.'.""•.•:•'.• ' d a y o f 
•
 f A. D» one thousand nine hundred and eiqhry one. j ^ _ . _ . 
!' I 
- STATE OF m i ^ X - X ^ - ' - l - ^ ^ ^ 
Cocnrr ror . SALT LAKE - » ;fe '• "'" " " " ^ - ; " ' 
t L 
^K 
.AJL19 3 r r o s the-- Twelfth (12)" <i«yof ' June . /''-'.'•;; ':.'~^-V. .•-'.••.-.*. 
pCTOMlly.ppe.red be/ore me • ^ ^
 B 1 e s i n g e r - • - , , • : . - . . ,; - ^ / . ^ v¥~^M'$ZZ%M 
thd »umer of die'wiJiin iiuirumeni, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the f. JL:)i^->.^\?T 
ADDENDUM "E" 
&0CKU84 "ft 37 
LEGAL ui:;c;ui'i';iiN iv\i 'HIAT n v v r r r , " ' A ; « I s w ; A': W Cri*n*Jkv DRiv 
OGDEN. UTAH. UOJER COUNTY. 
A PART UF SECTION 17, I S . !»/ AM} 20, TUOTilP 6 :-u<ni. mXJE 1 
WEST, S.-\LT L M i RASE AN!; KKHiWAN. U.S. PURVEY: J&UirCJL'E ATA-
1-OL-fT ON OCDEN CITY GOOUDKATES NORTH 211 -»• 4-3.29 AND FAST A3 - . 
91.33 a : THE EAST RiGirr OF I-;AV LINE OF THE OREGON SHORT LLNT. 
RAILROAD (SAID TOIOT GIVEN AS NORTH 3Ci DEG 02 ' VEST 829 63 TOT-
AND NORTH o U B ; 33 ' EAST 224.13 FELT FROM TS-E SX-HIEAST CORNES. 
OF SAID SECTION 13) i EU^LX; THEEE SOL'S t 1 DEC 30* WEST 163.73 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89 DEG 15 ' EAST 137.32 FEfiT; T-ENCE SOUTH 
0. DEG 29 ' 30" WEST 462.09 FEET; THENCE NORTH 70 DEC 29 ' 30" EAST 
71 59 FELT; TiiENCE SOUTH 64 Di-Ii 10' l i W 433.37 FEET. THENCE 
~ "*' - I t . - - — - . , . . . _ . — — - j~rs.jt~ » ..a-i. , i i w < u ( . UVlMU ^v; UK.V !.*+ 
EAST 66.0'J FELT; THEBCE SOUTH 4 3 DEC 2 0 ' FATE 69'-..23 FELT; 
THENCE NORTH 4 9 DEC32* EAST 5 2 5 . 3 3 FEET TO THE OvTER OF MILL 
CREEK; THENCE NINE COURSES ALQX TIE CENTER OF MILL CREEK AS 
FOLLOWS: NORTH 45 DEG 0 6 ' WEST 9 0 . 0 0 FEET TO!A TOINT a : OGDCN .-, 
CITY COORD'NATES NORTH 206 •J- 0 2 . 3 ' : ATD 6 1 + 7 1 . 2 5 EAST {SAID POINT 
GIVE,' AS WORTH 4 9 DEG EAST 6 3 7 . 5 6 FELT. SObTti 70 DEG EAST; 221.1.0 . 
FEET AND SOUTH 6 7 9 . 3 FEET FROM T i E NORTI1WEST CORNER OF SAID 
SECTION 2 0 ) . NORTH 76 DEG 3 3 ' 15" 'WEST 1 0 2 . 3 4 FEET, NORTH 29 DEG-
5 9 ' WEST 1 7 9 . 1 3 FEET; NORTH 4 2 OLG 3 5 ' WEST 4 2 . 7 2 FEET, SOLT;I 8 1 
DEG 06* 15" WEST 6 1 . 6 1 FEET, NORTH 89 DEG 4 2 ' 30" WEST 1 2 0 . 0 0 
FEET, NORTH 2 4 DEG 07 ' ]*AST 7 1 . 4 0 FEET, NORTH 35 DEG 0 7 ' 11" 
•WEST 2 2 4 . 2 5 FELT. AND WORTH 0 DEG 5 8 ' 34" EAST'76.80 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 29*' 30" WEST S 9 . 2 6 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 86 DEG 
4 0 ' . 4 0 " WEST ".0.07 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 2 9 " 30" WEST 9 0 . 7 2 
FEET, THENCE NORTH 0 DEG 2 9 ' 30" FAST 2 0 . 0 0 FEET; THENCE SOUTH' 
7 0 DEG 2 9 ' 30" VEST 9 0 . 7 2 FEET; T1ZNCE HORTH 3 3 DEG 2 9 ' 17" WEST ' 
4 7 . 7 0 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 70 DEG 29* 30" WEST 9 0 . 7 2 FELT; THENCE 
• r e m o DEC; zr.. 30" EAST, I U . U O F L L T ; THENCE NORTH 39 DEG 3 0 ' 30" 
WEST 3 5 . 2 6 FEET; THESE "NORTH'*) DEG 2 9 ' 30" EAST 1 0 . 0 0 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 69 DEG 3 0 ' 30" WEST 3 0 . 0 0 FEET; TtOCE SOOTH 70 DEG 
2 9 ' 30" WEST 3 2 . 0 0 FELT;THi^CE NORTH 31 DEG 4 6 ' 2 1 " WEST 3 9 . 1 3 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 70 DEC 2 9 ' 3U;' WEST 8 2 . 0 0 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
33 DEG 1 1 ' 34" WEST 54.OS FELT; THENCE NORTH 89 DEG 30" 30" WEST 
.• C3G. 25 FEET TO T/E POINT C T . r r ^ : i r N G . ~"--•'" 
ALSO: THAT MOTION OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED NOT INCLUDED IN -:. 
THE PROPERTY DESCRIBED ABOVE: BEGINNING AT THE SAID SOUTHEAST 
CORKER OF SECTION IS AND RUNNING THENCE WEST 1 3 . 3 ) CHAINS; ' 
-THENCE NORTH 1 . 2 0 CHAINS;'• THENCE EAST 3 . 5 0 CHAINS; THE::CS NORTti 
6 DEG EA-ST n r> OATNS TO MIDDLE OF HILL CREEK (AS FOKELY-
LOCATED); THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY TO A POINT NORTH 4 . 5 CHAINS FRQ-l 
TiE POINT Or BEGH«iIl'3C; T , E « SO!mEASTERLY TO A POINT 
DESCRIBED AS BZKB WEST 3 5 . 4 9 QVvINS WEST OF TIE SOUTH QUARTER 
CORNER SECTIOEi 1 7 , Ta-SBHI? 6'1»R1H, RANGE 1 WEST. SALT UVKE 
BASE AND MERIDL'CJ; TiEJCE '.EST 4 5 COIN'S TO TnE P0II\T OF. .. 
BEGINNING. .-LiiSS. Ai© ESCEl?TJwC,,EHEREFRai "THE WESTERLY'0.55 
.-CHAINS, JifJRE OR_UiSSf...AS (XXflAlNEO LN THE RiMLRDAD RIGHT .OF VZAY. 
SriUATED IN \>EBER COUi-rrY^ STATE OF UTAH; 
19 June 1981 
TO: Willow Creek Estates Partnership 
Subject: Contributions 
The Mobile Home Lot has not made May's contribution of 
$2000* The Commercial Security Bank interest payment for 
that month was made by Bakerfs Mobile Homes and Alan Frandsen 
contributions and park income. 
June's contribution is $2000, and the 1% for the renewal 
of the CSB loan amounts to $5000, Rent and advertising which 
Baker's Mobile Homes ami The Mobile Home Lot pays is also due 
for May and June. 
May contribution 2,000 
June contribution 2,000 
Loan Renewal (1/3 x 5000) 1,700 
May rent and advertising 150 
June rent and advertising 150 
$6,000 
The Mobile Home Lot must pay a total of $6,000 by 22 June 1981 
to be current on that date. 
This letter constitutes written notice that the undersigned 
will execute the partnership agreement which provides for 
purchasing the defaulting partner's share for the sum of $44,333.50 
in the event the Mobile Home Lot contribution amount is not 
current on the 23rd of July 1981. 
We regret making this notice, however we feel we have no 
alternative under the circumstances. 
Ben Timmons 
Keith Biesinger 
ADDENDUM "F" 
JUOQMENT DEBTORS 
HE MOBILE HOME LOT, INC, 
Utah Corporation and 
NITED PACIFIC INSURANCE CO, 
JUDGMENT CREDITOR* 
MAX LAUB and EVA LOU LAUB 
husband^and wife ~. 
.AUB ar 
ind^anc 
JUDGMENT: $8 ,000 .00 
INTEREST: 8% per annum 
W/29/81 
9:25 AM 
CASE NO. C-79-8359 
TIME or 
ENTRY 
WHERE ENTEREO 
I N JUDGMENT 
BOOK 
TSO^ 
Bk. 164 
No. 941 
i>- /t~> 
' *. 
JiM_LAUB ^nd EVA LOU LAUB. / 
husband and wife Clerk's Office, District Court, Third Judicial District 
CD 
c: 
Plaintiff ty\ 
Against . Y 
THE MOBILE HOME LOT, INC. / 
The State of Utah, 
County of Salt Lake, 
. \ 
a Utah Corporation and 
UNITED PACIFIC INSURANCE CO. 
X 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That the foregoing Is a full, true and correct transcript of the entries in the above entitled 
action, as th$ same appear in the judgment docket kept at my office. 
ATTEST my hand and,Seal of said Court, this 24 th 
day of : August 
O 
D 
a 
w 
Q 
Q 
< 
-1.19 81 
Defendant 
W. STERLING EVANS 
By f ^ e U A H a ^ K J ^ ^ U ^ ^ ^ 
Clerk. 
Deputy Clerk. 
V ic83 ^1661 
to 3 I u «f #8t 
Recorded ac Request of J*t*!lS»lZ2L*J<™, . ^ c 
at. . . M. Fe« Paid $ . 
by .. Dep. Book 
Mail tax notice to 
- - * ^ K » * 
843095 
Pa« Rcf. 
/ ^ _ ' ? ; -
_2^ 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED ^ ^ _^R m , E 
[CORPORATE FORM] vrruio Q MICROFILMED [ 
~i<? :^ f'e Hone to !-v:. • a corporation 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah, with its principal office ac 
3a't Lake Cfc> , of County of J*T: \ake , State of Utah, 
grantor, hereby QUIT CLAIMS to n*eeM Corpora: for. Inc. , 
A Ut*!i Cr»rpT"iCton wU'i Its princ'pi' p* ice u ')tsir«»«? f i Z*1 z T 3ki» "*»>.- y, 
::t v\ 
nr.d »i*her vafuaVr consideration 
the following described tract of land in 
State of Utah: 
Webor 
grantee 
for the sum of 
DOLLARS, 
County, 
%C Cencury )rtve, Cs<le*f Vtah, ss more parr (c.:1 ar ?y <Ie»«»rfuer* fn 
a:*ach«H "ZxhlMc A". 
STATE OF UTAH 1
 B 
..7*\c ! k > \ > r?^nr ;,, -^ r.r..^  Company 
By //A 
COUNTY OF WEBER 
. WPRPB* CERJ£* TWWrtKHinS A TRUE COf* 
C * * ^ D C f f l U t f THAT APPEARS C# 
RECORD IN MrOFFfCE. 
WITNESS MY HAND ANO SEAL 
jJtfgvJZ. %&.&&&&- DEPUTY 
The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented 
thereby was duly authorized under a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors of the 
grantor at a lawful meeting duly held and attended by a quorum. 
In witness whereof, the grantor has caused its corporate name ana seal to be hereunto affixed 
by its duly authorized officers this day of 5r?••<"*' r~ , A. D. 19°' 
Secretary. 
[CORPORATE SEAL] 
STATE OF UTAH, 
County of SALT LAKE 
On the FIRST (1st) day of September, 1981 
personally appeared before me and 
who being by me duly sworn did say, each for himself, that he, the said 
is the president, and he, the said 
of Company, and that the within attdfoY 
instrumert was signed in behalf of said corporation by authority of a resolution-of it 
directors and said and 
each duly acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the same and that the seal affixed ' -
is the seal of said corporation. ,.
 # •* 
z^^u^. .^.v^ s^Ld 
Notary Public. 
My commission expires 10/26/82 ..My residence is Sal t Lake Ci ty • Utah 
(Lf~$-2j ^Vxf<<€ ^C^. 
if- I ' r p * " ( M O T , 
•CANK NO. tOSC— £ Q t M l»TO (.O — » * • * » o * •< *> H I T — »»WT L » » C CiTT ADDENDUM "H' 
8«^  1388 wcl662 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR THAT ^ACT OF LAND ICTON AS 900 CETTURY DRIVE, 
OGDEN, UTAH, WEBER COUNTY. 
A PARI OF SECTION 1 7 , 1 3 , 1 9 AM) 2 0 , TCNNSHI? 6 NORTH, RANGE 1 
WEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN. U S . SURVEY BCGCINING AT A 
POIOT ON OGDEN CITY COORDINATES NORIH 211 •* 43.29 A?ID EAST 45 ± 
9 1 . 3 3 ON THE EAST RIGHT OF WAY L D E OF THE OREGON SHORT LINE 
RAILROAD (SAID POINT GIVEN AS NORTH 3 Q DEC 02* WEST 3 2 9 . 6 3 F E T I 
AND NORTH 0 DEG 5 3 * EAST 2 2 4 . 1 3 FEET FRCH THE SOUTHEAST CORNER 
OF SAID SECTION 1 3 ) ; RLTSIEC I H E I C E SOLTH 1 DEG 3 C WEST 1 6 9 7 3 
FEET; THENCE SOLTH 3 9 DEG 1 5 ' EAST 1 3 7 3 2 FEET. THENCE SOLTH 
0 DEG 2 A ' 3 0 " ; O T 4 6 2 . 1 9 FEET. THENCE ICRTL 7 0 DEG 2 9 ' 3 0 " EAST 
7 1 . 5 9 FEET. THENCE SOLTH 6 4 DEG 1 0 ' CAST 4 3 5 . 3 7 FEET T H E N D 
NORIH 0 DEG ^ 7 ' 2 4 " EAST 3 4 9 . 5 2 FEET, THENCE NORIH 5 0 0EG 2 4 ' 
EAST 6 6 . 0 0 F E C I THENCE SOLTH ^ 3 DEG 2 0 ' EAST 6 9 4 2 3 FEET, 
THENCE NORIH - 9 DEG 3 2 ' EAST 5 2 5 . 3 3 FEET 'DO THE CENTER OF ><ILL 
CREEK; THENCE . T I E COURSES ALONG T I E CENTER OF : H L L CREEK AS 
FOLLOWS. NORTH 4 5 DEG 06' WEST 9 0 . 1 0 FEET TO A POINT OIL CGDDI 
CITY COORDINATES NORTH 2 0 6 - 3 2 . 3 4 AND 6 1 - 7 1 . 2 5 EAST (SAID P O U T 
GIVEN AS NORTH 4 9 DEG EAST 6 3 ^ . 5 6 FEET. SOLTH 7 0 DEG LAST 2 2 1 . 1 0 
FEET A2ID SOUTH 6 7 9 . 3 FEET F R Q ! THE JORIHNEST CORNER OF SAID 
S E C N O N 2 0 > . NORTH 76 DEC 3G' 1 5 " \ E S 7 1 0 2 . 3 4 FEET, NORTH 2R< DCG 
5 9 ' WEST 1 7 9 I S FEET, :XDRTH - 2 J & , 3 5 ' WEST 4 2 " 2 FEET, SOUTH 8 1 
DEG 0 6 ' 1 3 " .<T3T 6 1 . 6 1 FEET. NORIH S 9 DEG - 2 ' 2 : " ' . E S T 1 2 0 . 3 0 
FEET, :XDRIH 2 4 DEG 0 7 ' EAST 7 1 . - O FEZT, NORTI 35 JZG 37* 1 1 " 
NEST 2 2 4 . 2 5 FEET. AND NORTH 0 DEG 5 8 ' 34 M EAST 7 6 . 3 0 FEET, 
THENCE SOLTH 7 0 DEG 2 9 ' 3 0 " WEST 3 9 2 6 FEET. THENCE SOUTH 5 6 D E ' 
4 0 ' 4 0 " WEST 30 37 FEET; T H E C E SCLTH 7 0 OEG 2 9 ' 3 0 " WEST *1 7 2 
FEET, THENCE 10RTH 0 DEG 2 9 ' 3 0 " EAST 2 0 . 3 0 FEET. THENCE SOLTK 
7 0 DEG 2 9 ' 3 0 " WEST 9 0 "2 FELT. THENCE NORTH 3 3 DEG 29* 1 7 " WEST 
47.70 FEET. THENCE SOLTH 70 DEJ 2 - ' J O " '.EST 90 ' 2 FEET. 7rx2tCE 
:XDRIH 0 DEG 29' 30" EAST 1J 30 FTZT, THENCE NORTH 39 OEG 30' 1Z" 
WEST 35.26 FEET. IHEICE NORTH 0 DEC If 10" EAST 10.00 FEET. 
THENCE NORTH. ?* OEG 30* 30" ^EST .0 QO FEET, THENCE SOLTH 73 OEG 
29* 30" WEST j . 7EET. THENCE WORT; 31 OEG 46 ' 2 1 " WEST 39 13 
FEET, THENCE SCLTH 70 DEG 29' 30" WEST 32.30 FTZT. THENCE NORTH 
33 DEG 11 ' 5 ^ ' WEST 54 33 FEET, THENCE NCRTH 39 DEG 30' 30" WEST 
233.25 FEET TO THE POINT OF 3EGi:7NING. 
ALSO- TAT PORTION OF T £ FOLLOl.TNC DESCU3EJ NOT INCLUDED IN 
THE PROPERTY OESCRIBED ABOVE. BEGINNING AT TrZ SAID SOUTHEAST 
CORNER OF SECTION 13 AIT) RUNNING TZNCE '-EST 13 } i CHAINS; 
THENCE NCRTH 1.20 CHAINS. THENCE uAST 3.5' ' CAINS. THENCE NORTH 
6 DEG EAST ? 5 C-AINS TO MIDDLE Or CELL CREEK «AS FORIHA' 
LOCATED); THENCE SOUTHEASTER!: TO .> POUT XRTH - 5 CHAINS FRCP. 
THE POET OF 3EGINUING, TNENCE SOLTKEASTERL: TO .-x POINT 
DESCRIBED AS 3ZING :^ EST 35.-> CHAINS /.EST ^F THE SOLTH BARTER 
CORNER SECTION 17, TOW!SHIP o NORTH. RANGE 1 WEST S.ALT LAKE 
3ASE AND :£RIDLAN, THENCE WEST .. i CAINS II) THE POINT OF 
3EGINNING LL3S AID EXCEPTING fKERErRGr TrZ WESTERLY 0 55 
CHAINS, >£RE OR LESS, AS CONTAINEJ IN THE RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY 
SITUATED IN WEBER COUNTY. STATE Or JTAH. 
Willow Creek Estates 
Mobile Home Community 
900 Century Drive, Ogden, Utah 84404 
Ogden: 393-1271 — SLC: 972-8508 973-6854 
October 13f 1981 
^he Mobile Home Lot, Inc. 
C. Don Holladay 
Ben Timmons 
Keith Biesinger Re: Willow Creek Estates 
Partnership Agreement 
Gentlemen, 
A registered letter was sent to you on or about 
June 19, 1981 advising you of your failure to meet the 
monthly contribution^. To bring you current as of 
October 1, 1981 your share will be $9,200.00, No sum 
less than that amount will be acceptable in certified 
form. 
Repeated oral demands have been made to no avail. 
We can no longer rely on your representations and 
failure to cooperate. 
On October 14, 1981 we will be prepared to pay to 
you the sum of $44,333.50, pursuant to Willow Creek 
Estates partnership agreement dated May 15, 1979, for 
a quit-claim deed conveying your interest to us in the 
Willow Creek Estates Mobile Home Park. 
Please govern yourselves accordingly. 
Sincerely, 
ALAN D. FRANDSEN 
Atch: Ltr 19 Jun 81 G. L. BAKER, Pres. Baker's Mobile Homes 
ADDENDUM "I" 
GENERAL PARTNERSHIP 48-1-22 
History: L. 1921, ch. 89, §23; R. S. 1933 Collateral References. 
& C. 1943, 69-1-20. ' P;irriiorxliipC=>7!. 
Comparable Provision. (JS r j S ' ^ » " ™ » n > 5 ~ 
Uniform Act, 2.'» (ideuticni). 
48-1-21. Extent of property rights of a partner.—The property rights 
of a partner are (1) his rights in specific partnership property, (2) his 
interest in the partnership and (3) his right to participate in the manage-
ment. 
History: L. 1921, ch. 89, §21; R. S. 1933 Comparable Provision. 
& C. 1943, 69-1-21. * Uniform Act, §24 (identical). 
48-1-22. Nature of a partner's right in specific partnership property.— 
(1) A partner is co-owner with his partners of specific partnership 
property holding as a tenant in partnership. 
(2) The incidents of this tenancy are such that: 
(a) A partner, subject to the provisions of this chapter and to any 
agreement between the partners, has an equal right with his partners to 
possess specific partnership property for partnership purposes; but he 
has no right to possess such property for any other purpose without the 
consent of his partners. 
(b) A partner's right in specific partnership property is not assign-
able, except in connection with the assignment of rights of all the partners 
in the same property. 
r (c) A partner's right in specific partnership property is not subject 
(to attachment or execution, except on a claim against the partnership. 
1 When partnership property is attached for a partnership debt, the partners, 
^ or any of them, or the representative of a deceased partner, cannot 
claim any right under the homestead or exemption laws. 
^ (d) On the death of a partner his right in specific partnership prop-
erty vests in the surviving partner or partners, except where the deceased 
was the last surviving partner, when his right in such property vests in 
his legal representatives. Such surviving partner or partners, or the 
legal representatives of the last surviving partner, has no right to possess 
the partnership property for any but a partnership purpose. 
(e) A partner's right in specific partnership property is not subject 
to dower, curtesy, or allowances to widows, heirs or next of kin. 
HMUIJi. L. 1921, ch. 89, § 25; R. S. 1933 2. Right of wife's distributive share. 
& C. 1943, 69-1-22. Courts which have considered the 
Comparable Provision. changes brought about by the adoption 
Tr .„ * , . , . . » , - / i ,. ,. it .-> of the Uniform Partnership Act have 
Lnitorm Act, §Jo (substantially iden-
 ( . o u c l u d o ( 1 t h a t t h o legislative intention 
1
 '• was to enact the English Rule and have, 
Cross-References. w i f c u t n e exception ot" one state, held that 
Administrator, surviving partner incom- m'f^ r'l*l\tH i n s ^ T i f ! c P f ^ h i p prop-
netent to act "3 4 4 *' v o II excI l l<l (M^ 1)V t l i e a c t - * u 
Surviving 'partner mav settle partner- ™. ?ft8*lcl'aA E s f c l l t c ' 4 U' <2tl> 4 7 ' 2 8 ° P -
ship affairs, 75-11-9. ' 2<l l9h> <09-
Through the Uniform Partnership Act 
1. New tenancy. the legislature intended to adopt the Eng-
This section sets forth with particularity lish Rule of conversion of real property 
the incidents of a new tenancy, "a tenant into personalty when it is partnership 
in partnership." In re Ostler's Estate, 4 U property. Hence, as to partnership real 
(2d) 47, 4J8(J I'. 2d 700, 798. property, the wife of a partner would not 
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